Putting employment on the levelling up agenda

Summary

This policy briefing from ReWAGE argues that levelling up means addressing employment inequalities between regions, within regions and between people. High-quality employment is a key lever for levelling up and needs to be included in the government’s levelling up agenda, along with other actions on getting people into and progressing with work to these better jobs. It also recommends that a set of metrics needs to be developed that measure progress on employment levelling up.

Context

Regional ‘levelling up’ is a key objective of the UK Government and a White Paper will be published in late 2021. Before the pandemic UK inter-regional inequality was amongst the worst in the OECD countries¹ and, for some groups, has become more acute with the Covid pandemic.

Levelling up can include improved local or regional transport, general infrastructure, and research and development capacity but can only be part of the solution. There are four reasons for a direct focus on high-quality employment as a means for ‘levelling up’:

- Employment is an issue of significant public concern for its material and psychosocial benefits.²
- Access to high skill, high wage and secure employment is a means to reduce income inequalities between regions and people, and attendant social and health consequences.
- High quality employment (e.g., high skill use, job security) has a positive impact on mental and physical health outcomes.³
- High quality employment has features that, in concert with other management practices, are related to higher productivity across many sectors.⁴
- High quality employment with high wages lowers welfare dependency and provide more revenue for the Exchequer.⁵

⁵ Good work: the Taylor review of modern working practices - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
Recommendations:

- That employment is included as a discrete area of focus in the government’s levelling up agenda. The Taylor Review addresses job quality and recommendations for improving job quality.\(^6\) For reducing inequalities in employment there needs to an emphasis on providing better employment conditions and opportunities for progression in lower skilled, lower value-added jobs.\(^7\)
- The provision of high-quality employment should be recognised as:
  - a lever for reducing inequalities through improvements in the experience of work and job quality;
  - a means of reducing regional inequalities through greater prosperity;
  - a means of improving wellbeing and health.
- To measure progress towards levelling up employment for people and places, the UK Government needs to develop a set of metrics.\(^8\) These metrics should feed into a wider set of metrics for levelling up for people and places across health, education housing and transport etc. This scope means that a coordinated reporting of results is required.
- The devolved administrations in the English regions should do likewise for their localities. The Scottish, and Welsh Governments and the Northern Ireland Executive should do so for their countries.

Summary of evidence

High-quality employment contributes to ‘levelling up’

Most UK Government discussion to date about what levelling up means and how it can be delivered and measured has focused on local or regional transport, education, general infrastructure, and research and development capacity. There are significant regional disparities in these respects and action is needed. However, none feature in what the public says they need locally and regionally.\(^9\) Not surprisingly there are calls to broaden the focus of the levelling up agenda.\(^10\)

Reasons for concern over inequalities include:

- Public attitudes towards both the undesirability of large differences in life experiences and material suffering below a certain threshold.\(^11\)
- The effects of income inequalities within-countries and within-regions, which are related to impaired social and health outcomes, including educational

\(^{6}\) Good work: the Taylor review of modern working practices - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
\(^{8}\) See for example the experience of Canada’s Federal Government with respect to devolved skills strategies: Local skills case study (publishing.service.gov.uk)
\(^{9}\) Salvation Army/Institute for Employment Studies (2021) Understanding People, Understanding Places. Levelling Up Report - Understanding People - Understanding Places.pdf (employment-studies.co.uk)
\(^{10}\) House of Lords Public Services Committee (2021) Levelling up and public services: position paper, Public Services Committee - Summary - Committees - UK Parliament
\(^{11}\) Measuring wellbeing inequality | New Economics Foundation
attainment, teenage birth rates, social mobility, crime rates, mental and physical health problems.\textsuperscript{12} 

- Regional inequalities in income, employment rates, disability benefit claimants, health, and wellbeing. ‘Levelling up’ relates to reducing within and between regional differences in these areas, and in social mobility, education, skills and digital inclusion.\textsuperscript{13} 

- The differences between groups, such that outcomes are worse for some groups compared to others (e.g., low-skill, low-pay, female, BAME and disabled workers and those workers with caring responsibilities).\textsuperscript{14} ‘Levelling up’ therefore constitutes reducing inequalities between- and within-regions and reducing inequalities between people.

Employment and related inequalities in opportunities and outcomes do concern the public.\textsuperscript{15} Addressing these disparities would help reduce inequalities between different societal groups and between and within regions. Employment opportunities and outcomes matter for people and places and relates both to supply-side policies (e.g., access to education and training) and demand-side (e.g., providing guidance and support to employers for creating inclusive and high-quality employment).\textsuperscript{16}

**What sort of investments are needed to level up employment?**

There is recognition by the UK Government that addressing regional inequalities requires a bottom up, community-led approach.\textsuperscript{17} Levelling up employment means investing in people and places; making work better, particularly in those places with higher levels of lower paid and less secure work; and it means getting better at joining up services locally in way that is appropriate to the needs of the locality.

Taking these three points in turn, investment in people needs to be based on ensuring that all of those who want or need help to find work, or to move into better work, can access the right support at the right time. The UK labour market has averted an unemployment crisis but now faces a crisis of participation – with around one million fewer people in work or looking for work than pre-crisis trends. In addition, before the crisis there were already over two million people off work due to ill health, too few disabled people employed and one million young people not in full-time education or employment.\textsuperscript{18} Extending, reforming and improving support for those not in work needs to be a top priority.


\textsuperscript{15} Salvation Army/Institute for Employment Studies (2021) (op. cit).


\textsuperscript{18} Source: ONS Labour Market Statistics, dataset A06.
Investment in people must also include the right support to get the skills needed to take up work. In recent years the UK has emphasised employer-led apprenticeships and college-led entitlements to adult learning. Increased devolution, particularly in Combined Authority areas, has given major cities the scope to co-ordinate and often commission support in ways that can better meet local needs. The Levelling Up White Paper should learn from this approach and extend what has worked to more places (e.g., rural and coastal areas and city hinterlands). What is needed is more flexible, demand-responsive and locally tailored provision that better involves employers and stimulates, rather than replaces, workplace investment.

The crisis has also shown that more progress is needed on supporting progression in work for those in low pay, particularly for those with caring responsibilities, health conditions or poor work histories. The government has set out high-level proposals for improving progression support but this support needs to go far beyond a narrow offer to Universal Credit claimants whose earnings meet a ‘Goldilocks test’ (not too little but not too much). A broader public employment service offer is needed, linked to the right help to address barriers that prevent people moving on or moving up.

On making work better, levelling up means that the floor on employment standards needs to be raised.\(^{19}\) In addition, management practices need to be improved in lower-paying industries among both smaller and larger employers. There is a growing body of research around what ‘good work’ looks like in low paying sectors\(^{20}\) as well as tackling the practical challenges in improving HR practice.\(^{21}\)

The White Paper provides an opportunity to test how we can work with firms to do more of what works and less of what does not. Support should be given to strong local partnerships that can build around local industries and needs. Locally rooted businesses such as social enterprises and cooperatives can provide good jobs and should be supported. These types of businesses are resilient in times of economic crisis, create jobs locally and are more likely to remain embedded in local communities, providing high performance type working practices that support higher productivity.\(^{22}\) In rural areas specifically, it can be small businesses that are embedded, are the main job providers and should be supported.\(^{23}\)

---


Finally, levelling up will not succeed if the UK does not address and improve the complexity and (often) lack of coherence across policy areas, funders and provision. In many other countries, local areas have far more influence and control over local public services, meaning that these services can be better joined up and tailored to respond to local needs. This has made services more accessible — for residents and employers — and often spurred innovations in policy and service delivery. In all cases, these approaches have been underpinned by good governance, clear accountabilities (including between national and local government) and strong operational partnerships. The UK has perhaps the most centralised employment and skills system in the developed world. The Levelling Up White Paper would be a great opportunity both to improve how services are joined up and delivered in all areas, but also to trailblaze more radical models of devolution and local integration.

How should progress to levelling up employment be measured?

To measure progress towards levelling up employment for people and places, the UK Government needs to have a set of metrics. These metrics need to be developed. To ensure coherence and compatibility of the measure of employment levelling up across the UK the UK Government should undertake this task.

The UK Government has started developing specific metrics but, for employment, the metrics are limited: levels of unemployment and proportions of workers with no qualifications. These two measures do not adequately capture employment inequalities generally or the Prime Minister’s more specific desire for a high skill, high wage economy for the UK. A broader set of employment metrics is required and evidence suggests how these might be developed.

First, it is essential that any set of metrics does measure levelling up rather than just the closing of gaps. For example, in Greater Manchester a low gender pay gap is found because of low earnings for men and lower than national average employment rates for women. These two factors combine to narrow the gender pay gap in Greater Manchester but do little to improve pay for women. Not only do women still earn below the national average but also if more women were to be in employment the average wage may fall. Simply measuring gaps is too blunt and can hamper rather than help policy development – as the problems using disability pay gap in the National Disability Strategy illustrate.

Second, levelling up requires an upward convergence rather than a downward convergence. One approach to assessing metrics of levelling up would be to use metrics of inequalities. Statistical metrics of inequalities can be divided into those that

---

24 Wilson, T., Crews, A. and Mirza, K. (2017) Work Local: Report to the Local Government Association on developing a modern, local, public employment and skills service; Learning and Work Institute
25 Ibid.
26 See for example the experience of Canada’s Federal Government with respect to devolved skills strategies: Local skills case study (publishing.service.gov.uk)
27 GM4WOMEN2028 (2021) https://562307c5-78ca-456d-b3af-108cd2112aca.filesusr.com/ugd/84abc5_6f4f1babed43ac89327cb0f4c26558.pdf
28 Hoque, K. and Bacon, N. (2021) Disability@Work-response-to-the-National-Disability-Strategy.pdf (disabilityatwork.co.uk)
measure dispersion (e.g. standard deviation, variance, coefficient of variation, Gini coefficient) and measures based on a threshold (e.g. average of the bottom 20% of a distribution compared to average of the top 80% of the distribution, percentage of the distribution falling below a given score, where the distribution could be any one of or a combination of factors such as income, health, wellbeing, job quality). The concern is that using dispersion metrics may lead to interventions that reduce inequalities through lowering the top of the distribution rather than raising the bottom of the distribution.\(^{30}\) Dispersion metrics may therefore create equifinality between 'levelling down' and 'levelling up' and should be avoided. Measures of inequality must be able to capture the difference between the best and worst performers and indicate progression of the worst towards the best performance.

A short life working group should be convened of business and civil society stakeholders and experts tasked to develop these metrics based on a balance between what is desirable to measure and what is feasible to measure with available data. The group should also include the Office for National Statistics (ONS) and report to the new Cabinet Office Levelling Up Committee led by Andy Haldane.

A model for this approach is provided by the Measuring Job Quality Working Group which was led by the RSA and Carnegie UK Trust and constituted to address a recommendation of the Taylor Review of Modern Working Practices to develop a set of job quality metrics for the UK. The resulting set of metrics had credibility first with business stakeholders, civil society organisations and government and, secondly, they had scientific credibility emerging out of existing interdisciplinary research.\(^{31}\) It might be that an additional element of this process should involve consultation with experts and the public, as the ONS did with the development of wellbeing metrics.\(^{32}\)

Rather than pre-empt the outcome of this working group, we suggest a set of principles that should guide its work:

1. The metrics should be able to evaluate progress of an upward convergence of employment opportunities and outcomes amongst people and places.

2. Actions to progress upward convergence should be devolved and shaped by local priorities. However, to enable comparisons of progress across regions and countries there should be a standard set of reporting metrics.

3. The metrics need to be underpinned by data. Some data will be readily available already, some might exist but require new collation. The proposed metrics must be assessed against data availability and the readiness of that data.


4. A composite index of progress would mask any variations by individual metric. Instead results for each metric should be presented as a scorecard of items. This approach would clearly signal where further action is needed and where best practice is present to be built upon.

5. To measure distance travelled and distance still to be travelled, the scorecard reporting should benchmark people or places performance against its starting score and against the score of the best performing people or place for that metric.

6. The metrics should be easily understood by the public and easily communicable to the public. Whilst the outcomes of actions to level up will vary, there needs to be annual reporting for employment that set out progress towards levelling up.

These principles pertain to employment, but employment is one aspect of levelling up. These metrics should feed into a wider set of metrics for levelling up for people and places across health, education housing and transport etc. This scope means that a coordinated reporting of results is required. The UK Cabinet Office should have responsibility for collating and communicating progress against the full set of wider metrics for the UK. The devolved administrations in the English regions should do likewise for their localities. The Scottish and Welsh Governments and the Northern Ireland Executive should do so for their countries.
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